5 Reasons to do
Yoga and Meditation

Here are the top 5 reasons (out of tons) to
practise Meditation & Yoga

01
Your body comes with zero Warranty
At a certain age, your body feels like a car with a mileage of
250,000Km. Very likely, your dream of participating in Olympics is
far behind you. But unlike a car, there are no new/leased/rental
options available for you. Neither do you have a replacement clone
waiting for you. Your body has to last its remaining lifetime on its
own. In desperation to achieve “fitness”,people push their bodies
beyond tolerable physical limits and end up with injuries, leaving
them in worse shape than before.
Yoga allows you to heal, preserve and achieve fitness without the
wear and tear on your body. All you need is a space for one yoga
mat. Yoga uses your own body weight and gravity to build strength
and minimizes the risk of injuries by moving in a way it was
designed to.

02
Sickness is an uninvited guest
On a boring Tuesday afternoon, your life may change forever. The
worst health conditions are not the ones that kill you right away but
those that will slowly eat away your body. We all have friends &
family members affected by such diseases. Our lives will never be
the same. Your body will become a complete stranger to you. It will
stop listening to you. If you look at each one of us, the subtle signs
are already there. We are gradually losing control over our bodies.
For e.g. when you were 10, you could do cartwheels, bend your
bodies like a slinky, now many of us can barely squat to cut our toe
nails (if you ever take a yoga class, you will notice the struggle to
hold the simple pose for barely a minute.)
Yoga is about regaining your flexibility and control of your body by
gradual deep stretching and mindful breathing. No one knows for
sure all the factors causing these deadly diseases. But, Yoga is your
insurance policy to ensure control of your limbs as long as you live.

03
Grow old with dignity
In your senior years, it very unlikely that you will go to the aquatic
centre and start flexing your muscles, “Look and weep, people”!.
What you really want is to do your stuff without being a burden on
others. Being able to self-govern your body and living with dignity.
Yoga allows you to exercise control over your body and mental
faculties till the last breath of your life. Why should you settle for
the wheelchair if you can create the ability to walk?

04
Find your tribe
We always think back fondly on our school days. Some of the best
friendships were cultivated back in school. As we grow older, we lose
touch with things that really matter.
In yoga, I have met some of the most fun, liberated and like-minded
people who I can happily grow old with. Meet your tribe. Someone like
you who shares your interest and passion to grow old together.

05
Inner-strength
We all have problems in life. You may have lost your job, a family
member or something even worse. But, there is one person, who
will always have your back. That is YOU. First, you have to connect
with that person inside you. When you are on the mat, you truly
spend time with yourself.
You get to discover who you really are and what you are capable of.
When you have this awakening happen inside you, great things are
possible. The idea for Yoga Point came from one such moment.

www.yogapoint.ca

